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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS  
Processing of sequencing data 
Reads obtained using the illumina technology (see MM) were aligned using the bowtie2 algorithm [61] with the genome of 
S. pombe (ASM294v2.23) and with several contigs depending on the genotype of the strain. The strains h

90
 were aligned 

with contigs that contain 45 kb of the wild type MT region with the M allele at mat1 (file named h90M-45.fa) or with the P 
allele at mat1 (file named h90P-45.fa). Strains mat1M ∆2-3 were aligned with a contig that contains the 10-kb region with 
mat1M (file named mat1M.fa) and strains mat1P ∆2-3 were aligned with a contig that contains the 10 kb region with mat1P 
(file named mat1P.fa). Strains containing deletions at mat1M were first aligned with mat1M.fa contigs and next with 
contigs deleted for the appropriated sequence (file named mat1MSS2.fa, mat1MSS13.fa and mat1Msmt0.fa).  

Next, the normalized coverage was calculated using bamtools package version 2.2.3 [62] (parameters: --
normalizeUsingRPKM --binSize 1 ). The bigWig file was converted to Wig files with bedtools v.2.17.0 and BigWig_tools.v4 
[66, 68]. IGV genome browser was used to normalize IP coverage with WCE coverage, using combined data track we divide 
the IP normalized coverage by the WCE normalized coverage. 
 
Statistical validation of ChIP peaks 
After alignment, peaks were called using MACS v2.1.0 [64]. Statistic validation of peaks was performed using the IDR 
method with ENCODE recommendations [65]. ChIP in a strain h

90
, mat1M ∆2-3 and mat1P ∆2-3 were considered biological 

replicates for the whole genome since only 10 kb of the silenced donor regions differ. Peaks were called on individual 
duplicates (h

90
 and mat1M ∆2-3 sequencing were used) and were called on pseudo-replicates. Pseudo-replicates consist of 

2 files that result from merging of biological replicates and their random separation. Irreproducibility Discovery Rate (IDR) 
was calculated as described by the ENCODE Consortium [65]. The lists of peaks of the biological replicates were challenged 
with the lists of the pseudo-replicates. This comparison permits to obtain a low IDR threshold that permits to extract the 
significant peaks (Supplementary Figure S4 and Supplementary Table S1). 
 
5' count analysis and statistical validation 
5’ nucleotides were extracted from alignments using a custom script (available upon request). Statistical analysis was 
performed on a coverage file non-normalized of the 5' count in R. The p-value was calculated using a negative binomial 
distribution in R (fdist lowtail = FALSE (fitdistrplus)). The theoretical t-student distributions were calculated using the whole 
genome data (Figure 5 and 6) or on the 10 kb containing mat1 data (Figure 7 and 8). 

Data and R scripts are available upon request. Raw sequencing data will be available on the NCBI database. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 
 

Supplemental FIGURE S1: Lsd1/2 and Sap1 are recruited at the same regions. (A) Overlap of significant enriched peaks of Lsd1, 
Lsd2 and Sap1. (B) Characterization of the 371 peaks enriched in Lsd1/2 and Sap1. Over the 371 peaks 78 are present on 108 highly 
transcribed gene tested and 6 on 108 poorly transcribed genes tested. Transcriptional data from [67] was used. (C-E) Distribution 
of normalized enrichments of the Lsd1, Lsd2, and Sap1 ChIPs in a h90 strain (IP RPkM reads per kilobase million/ WCE RPkM). Blue 
bars indicate significantly enriched peaks. Green bars represent peaks shared by LSD1/2 and Sap1. Genes that are enriched are 
indicated and in red are highlighted the genes with a high level of transcripts. 
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Supplemental FIGURE S2: 
Lsd1/2 and Abp1 are 
recruited only at mat1. (A) 
Distribution of raw 
coverage of the Abp1, Lsd1, 
Lsd2, and Sap1 ChIPs. The 
sequence used for the 
alignment is a 44-kb region 
that contains the MT region 
with the M allele at mat1: 
h90 M. The lines numbered 
1 are the coverage without 
filter and the lines 
numbered 2 are the 
coverage obtained after 
removal of multi-mapper 
reads. The arrows indicate 
the unique-mapper reads at 
the junction of the mat loci. 
Red rectangles indicate the 
Sap1 enrichment at the 
inverted repeats IR-L and 
IR-R. (B) Same as in A with 
the h90 P sequence used for 
the alignment. (C) The 
upper panel is a schematic 
view of the MT region. In 
red, the primer pairs used 
for the qPCR are annotated. 
The lower panel shows the 
result of the ChIP-qPCR of 
Lsd1 (blue) and Lsd2 (green) 
at mat1 (grey and black 
bar), at 3 kb of mat1 (white 
bar), at mat2P (grey bar) 
and at mat3M (black bar). 
The mean of biological 
triplicates is represented 
and error bars are the SEM 
(standard error mean). An 
unpaired t-test was used to 
calculate the p value 
(***<0.005 and **<0.05). 
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Supplemental FIGURE S3: Contigs used for the alignment. Contigs used for the different alignments are represented. The 
sequences are available upon request. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplemental FIGURE S4: Result of the IDR analysis.The IDR is presented as a function of the number of significant peaks for Lsd1, 
Lsd2, Sap1 and Abp1. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Supplemental TABLE S1: Thresholds obtained after IDR analysis are presented for each immunoprecipitated protein. 

 
Number of peaks IDR Threshold = -log10(p-value) 

Lsd1 573 10,22646 

Lsd2 682 19,19591 

Sap1 958 26,07609 

Abp1 1083 25,11338 
 

Supplemental TABLE S2: Region enriched in 5'count are indicated. 

Peak 
number 

Chr First enriched 5' Last enriched 5' External Name Logical Name 

1 1 71982 72380 SPNUMT.8 nuclear_mt_pseudogne 

2 1 3810366 3810458 SPNUMT.17 nuclear_mt_pseudogne 

3 2 2115364 
 

Imprint Imprint 

4 2 4532473 4540005 TELII telomeric region 

5 3 0 24683 SPRRNA rDNA 

6 3 1070904 1137003 CENIII centromeric region 

7 3 2439435 2452883 SPRRNA rDNA 
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Supplemental TABLE S3: List of strains. 
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Supplemental TABLE S4: List of sequences of primers used in this study. 
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Supplemental TABLE S5: Libraries statistics. 

 


